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Lid Lifter for use with Hinged Ductile Iron access covers: 
Maestro, Twino and Maximo from Hygrade Water, 
and Korum, Pamrex, Rexel and Pamtight from St Gobain.

Technical Support Sheet
Ductile Iron Manhole Lid Lifter Bar

TRUE TEMPER® Lid Lifter Bar – Simple, Strong 
and Effective

Hook positioned in space between cover and frame 
opposite hinge

Once ‘popped’ the bar is then repositioned and the 
cover lifted

The Lid Lifter Bar has a Tempered Steel hexagonal shaft 
that has a D Handle, and the Hook is at 90°

Step 1

Operation of this lifter is relatively straight forward.

The Hook is positioned to ‘pop’ the torsion spring bars by 

pulling the bar towards you.

Step 2

The Lid Lifter Bar is then repositioned in to the flat keyhole 
opening, in a reversed position, with the hook facing down 
vertically, and the Bar towards you.
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Step 3

Lift the Bar in this position and the cover will open easily.

Availability

The Lid Lifter Bar is available from merchants under the 
code:

LIDLIFTUDI DI MH LID LIFTER BAR

In this position the cover is able to lock in place, and the Lid 
Lifter Bar can be removed


